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ROLLING STONE TO PARTNER WITH MONDO 2019
ON EXCLUSIVE MUSIC BUSINESS CONTENT TRACK
Mondo.NYC 2019 Music & Tech Conference & Festival
Partners with Rolling Stone for its 4th Annual Event
New York, NY (July 17, 2019) – Mondo.NYC announced today its partnership with Rolling Stone
as curator of essential music business content during Mondo’s four-day event, October 15-18,
2019 headquartered at Brooklyn’s Williamsburg Hotel with evening live music showcases at
iconic NYC venues.
“We are thrilled to announce our collaboration with Rolling Stone for this year’s festival,” said
Mondo Managing Director Bobby Haber. “Rolling Stone’s legendary commitment to new artists,
insight into emerging entertainment and technology and drive to connect music with its fans and
industry colleagues, couldn’t be more aligned with Mondo’s mission. Under its new ownership at
Penske Media Corporation – and with its enhanced focus on the music industry and imminent
release of the Rolling Stone charts -- we are proud to be working closely together in what we
anticipate will be our best Mondo ever.”
Rolling Stone editors will be curating multiple panels as part of its “Business of Music” series with
a deep dive into critical issues including streaming trends, musician’s struggle to own their own
work and how Rolling Stone Charts function.
“Virtually every metric in entertainment is reported on a fixed weekly basis, which is out of date
with actual consumer trends. With the launch of Rolling Stone Charts this year, we counter this
trend and now offer an impartial, in-depth and in-the-moment view of the biggest songs, albums
and artists in music,” says Rolling Stone President Gus Wenner. “Our aim is to reflect the true
impact of music, celebrate the artists most deserving of attention, and better define what it really
means to be Number One. We look forward to collaborating with Mondo to bring these impactful
discussions to life.”
The Mondo 2019 conference will be held daytime at the Williamsburg Hotel on the Brooklyn
waterfront, October 16-18, with Rolling Stone’s panel track on Thursday, October 17. Mondo’s
2019 showcase festival takes place evenings in Williamsburg and downtown Manhattan’s East
Village, Lower East Side and Alphabet City at venues including Arlene’s Grocery, Berlin, Bowery
Electric, Brooklyn Bowl, The Delancey, DROM, Pianos and more TBD featuring performances
from the best new artists from the worlds of indie rock, EDM, hip-hop, pop, R&B and more.
####

About Mondo.NYC
Mondo.NYC is a festival and global business summit of music and tech industry insiders and
innovators, emerging artists and their fans. Mondo connects fans and creators in a shared
mission of empowering artists and advancing ideas in an ever-changing music business and
technology landscape.
About Rolling Stone
Rolling Stone, the number one brand in music publishing, has been the leading voice of music
and popular culture for 50 years. The multi-media brand features the latest in music reviews, indepth interviews, hard-hitting political commentary and award-winning journalism across several
platforms including magazine, digital, mobile, social and experiential marketing. Headquartered in
New York, Rolling Stone provides “all the news that fits” to a global audience of approximately 60
million people every month and publishes over 100 pieces of content every day. For more
information, please visit www.rollingstone.com.
Want to play at Mondo.NYC 2019? Apply here
Mondo Hackathon challenge suggestions and participation here
Interested in being a Mondo speaker? Tell us why here
For all media inquiries, please contact: media@mondo.nyc
For Mondo.NYC 2019 marketing, partnership and business opportunities, please contact: Bobby
Haber bobby@mondo.nyc
Please note all Mondo.NYC 2019 events are subject to change without notice.

